Presentation of the
Maiar Raccoon Basketball Player [MRBP]
project within the Elrond Sports Club [ESC]
About the club.
Elrond Sports Club is a Romanian NFT project built on the Elrond blockchain which
consists of a series of sports-themed collections.
The team consists of 4 Romanian boys with different backgrounds in art,
communication and IT.
Alexandru: @aLiDamian7 - PR+Marketing
Bogdan: @ms_crypto88 - Artist
Damian: @Ovcd27 - Dev
Sergiu: @spelrond - PR+Dev

About the first collection and mint.
The first collection is dedicated to basketball and the player will be represented by
a raccoon Maiar Raccoon Basketball Player [MRBP-5b28bd].
The Pre-Sale consists of a drop of 300 NFTs that are intended for Whitelisted
members at a price of 0.25 eGOLD which will be hosted on the 22nd of April 2022,
the total collection being made up of 3010 unique NFTs generated.
Public Sale date is set for April 23rd 2022 - 18:00 UTC at a price of 0.40 eGOLD, on
trust.market. This market was chosen in a poll conducted on our Discord server by
the vote of the community members. There is a 3 NFT purchase limit per wallet. We
will have a series of 10 NFTs and the lucky ones who will mint those will get the price
back.

About the utilities of the project.
1. first 1000 sold out:
- a certain amount will be used to buy sport equipment to be donated to schools in
disadvantaged rural areas, a publicised event;
- a percentage of the gains from this first drop will be staked on Aerovek Staking
Agency for rewards per holder and we will also provide PLATA NFTs .
The NFTs gained as reward from this action will be sold for egld or sent as airdrop to
holders.

2. MRBP holders will have access to a series of events
dedicated to them, namely:
- training and yoga sessions on zoom

- nutrition courses

3. Developing a discord game:
- This event will be triggered after first drop SOLD OUT.
- The collection is divided into 4 roles:
Attacker: the team's striker aims to throw the basket and score points.
Advantages and disadvantages:
+ best at scoring/shooting
- not as good in defending or pivoting
# max 2 per team
Dribbler: the midfielder deals with interception and control over the midfield.
Advantages and disadvantages:
+ best at pivoting and controlling the game
+/- performs ok on defending
- worst at scoring/shooting
# max 2 per team
Defender: defends the basket against the attacker.
Advantages and disadvantages:
+ are best in the defender position
- not the best at scoring/shooting
+/- medium when pivoting
# max 2 per team
Expert: can occupy any position on the field from those mentioned above.
Advantages and disadvantages:
+ best in all roles
# max 1 per team
- Each role will have a level starting from 1 to 5 with 1 being the smallest, rarely
increasing to 5, except for the expert, who will have only one level.
- Each NFT will be equipped with STAMINA with max value of 100.
- After a tournament each participating NFT will lose 25% stamina from the
current value.
- Every missing % from stamina will affect the team's total power.
- Players will be able to replenish stamina by using boosters (SFT) which can be
bought from our shop with FTC or won in contests.
- Stamina restoration items are SFTs that are one time use.

4. How to play the game?
- The game will be hosted on a web based platform designed by us.
- To participate at tournament players need to stake MRBP nfts on our dedicated
web-platform only for the remainder of the tournament.

- The tournament is played using eliminatory brackets.
- In the first round the teams are randomly assigned.
- Players can choose to use their hero tag as team name or create a custom one.
- The team power is generated by a mathematical formula with luck included.
- The winner of a match will be the team with the greater power.
- Game Betting System (GBS) using FTC.
- There will be the possibility in the future to play with your friends in the same
team.

5. Project Token.
- The project tokens name as decided by the community is FitCoin and short FTC
- The supply is not decide yet.
- Token will be received only when you play by staking your nfts on our platform
acording to your place at the tournamets end.
- This token will be useful to buy items from our shop.
- At MRBP Collection SOLD OUT there is the possibility only for holders to trade
FTC for lkmex/egld.
- At SOLD OUT list token on secondary exchange market.

6. What items are there to be found in the shop?
- NFTs from other big projects collections.
- SFTs from our project.
- Boosters for stamina replenish used in game.
- Holiday only after Collection SOLD OUT.
- Option for other collections to list their NFTs on our platform for our holders to
buy them with FTC.
- IRL items including amazon vouchers.

About RoadMap.
Q1 / 22:
- start of the Elrond Sports Club
- start of the Maiar Raccoon Basketball Player [MRBP] collection
- website development
- concept creation of web based game
- end of Q1 launch the project on market
Q2 / 22:
- light-paper
- project token launch
- collaboration with other projects
- launch of nutrition and training sessions

- alpha version of web based game after first drop sold out
- donations
Q3 / 22:
- website enhancement
- game functionalities reveal
- beta web based game official launch
- test play to earn with rewards
- club promotion campaign
Q4 / 22:
- official game launch
- more collaborations with other projects
- start development of the new collection
- Christmas and new year events

Q1 / 23:
- nft airdrop from the next collection, at launch, for random holders of MRBP
- TBA

Quick links:
ESC | WEBSITE
ESC | Linktree
MRBP | Mint
ESC | Twitter
ESC | Discord
ESC | Youtube
ESC | TikTok

